Tensor-based Factor Decomposition for Relighting
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Abstract— Lighting condition is an important factor in face
analysis and synthesis, which has received extensive study in both
computer vision and computer graphics. Motivated by the work
on multilinear model, we propose a learning-based algorithm for
relighting based on tensor framework, which explicitly accounts
for the interaction of the identity factor and the lighting factor.
The major contribution of our work is that we develop a
novel algorithm based on a two-stage decomposition scheme to
simultaneously and robustly solve for the identity parameter
and the lighting parameter which are both unknown. Equipped
with the decomposition algorithm, the capability of the tensor
model is significantly extended. Experiment results illustrate the
effectiveness of our algorithm.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Lighting variation is one of the most challenging problems
in computer vision and computer graphics. Recent years,
a variety of models and algorithms have been proposed to
address the problem [1] [2] [3]. However, in many methods,
the attention is focused on the effect of illumination itself and
the interaction between identity factor and lighting factor is
neglected. Actually, the effect of the same lighting condition
varies from person to person. To effectively tackle the lighting
variation problem, both the identity factors and the lighting
factors should be analyzed under a unified framework.
Tensor Algebra [4] is a generalization of linear algebra,
which offers a powerful mathematical framework to model the
communication of multiple factors. Vasilescu et. al introduced
the multilinear analysis to face modelling, which is called
tensor face [5] [6] and demonstrated the promising application
of the model. In this model, each face image is explicitly
formulated as the compound effect of multiple factors including identity, illumination, pose and expression in an elegant
mathematical form.
Our analysis reveals that in the multilinear analysis model,
two problems have been addressed: (1)given a set of training
samples, the factor parameters associated with each sample are
obtained in the training process; (2)with all factor parameters
of a sample known, we can synthesize the sample by tensor
product. However, there remains an unsolved problem which
seriously limits the application of the multilinear model: when
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a new image is given with all its factor parameters unknown,
how to solve the factor parameters? The multilinear model in
itself does not tell us.
To solve the problem of extracting factor parameters for
a new sample, we develop a two-stage tensor-based factor
decomposition algorithm based on careful analysis of the
multilinear model. In the initialization stage, the K-nearest
Equation Construction strategy and the Rank-1 approximation
of matrix are integrated to give a robust estimation of initial
parameter values. In addition, Constrained Alternate Least
Square is employed to further optimize the estimation in the
second stage. Encouraging results acquired in a set of experiments on relighting convincingly demonstrate the effectiveness
of our framework.
II. A NALYSIS

ON

M ULTILINEAR M ODEL

A. Tensor Algebra
To make the discussion clear, we first briefly introduce the
basic concepts and notations in tensor algebra [4]. A tensor,
also known as a n-mode matrix, is a higher order generalization of matrix. The order of tensor A ∈ RI1 ×I2 ×...×IN is N .
The mode-n product of a tensor A ∈ RI1 ×I2 ×...×IN and a matrix M ∈ RJn ×In is a tensor B ∈ RI1 ×...In−1 ×Jn ×In+1 ×...×IN ,
denoted as A ×n M, can be calculated as
bi1 ...in−1 jn in+1 ...iN =

In
X

ai1 ...in−1 in in+1 ...iN mjn in ,

(1)

in =1

where ai1 ...in−1 in in+1 ...iN is the entries of A, mjn in is the
entry of M, and bi1 ...in−1 jn in+1 ...iN is the entries of B. The
tensor matrix product satisfies commutability:
A × m U ×n V = A × n V ×m U

m 6= n.

(2)

In a tensor, a mode-n vector is an In -dimensional vector
formed by varying index in with all other indices fixed. We
can arrange all the mode-n vectors in order of indices into an
In × (I1 × · · · × In−1 × In+1 × · · · × IN ) matrix, which is
called mode-n flatten matrix of A, denoted as An . It has been

shown that [4] the flatten matrices and tensor product take on
an important relation:
(3)

B = A ×n M ⇔ B(n) = MA(n) .

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) also has a higher-order
generalization: N-Mode SVD [4], which expresses a tensor D
as follows:
D = C × 1 U1 × 2 U2 × 3 . . . × N UN ,

(4)

where C is a core tensor coordinating the interaction of mode
matrices: U1 , U2 , . . . , UN . Core tensor assumes some special
properties including all-orthogonality and subtensor- ordering.
Mode matrices are all orthonormal.
B. Analysis of Multilinear Face Model
In this paper, we adopt a multilinear model explicitly
accounting for the identity factor and the lighting factor.
Training samples are arranged into a data tensor D, which is
a d × Ilig × Iid tensor. Here, d is the sample vector dimension,
Ilig is number of lighting conditions, Iid is number of persons.
Total Ilig × Iid samples are grouped as follows: each mode-1
vector is a sample, mode-2 index indicates the type of lighting
condition, mode-3 index indicates the person identity.
The multilinear analysis model is denoted as
(5)

D = C ×1 Uf ea ×2 Ulig ×3 Uid .

Here C is the core tensor that coordinates the interaction of
identity parameters and lighting parameters. Uf ea is the mode
matrix spanning the sample vector space, Ulig is the mode
matrix spanning the lighting parameter space, Uid is the mode
matrix spanning the identity parameter space.
To acquire a deeper insight into the mechanism of the multilinear model, we delve into the mathematical representation.
First, we can simplify (5) to
(6)

D = S ×2 Ulig ×3 Uid .

Here, we call S = C ×1 Uf ea Bases Tensor. Denote the mode1 vector of S with mode-2 index p and mode-3 index q as spq ,
and the mode-1 vector from D with mode-2 index i and mode3 index j as dij . According to the formation of D, dij is also
the sample vector in i-th lighting condition from j-th person.
Then we have:
dij =

Ilig Iid
X
X

(7)

aip bjq spq .

From (7), we have the following observations:
1) Each sample is a linear combination of a set of bases
with the weights determined by both identity parameters
and lighting parameters.
2) The combination weights for the sample in the i-th
lighting condition from the j-th person depends only on
the i-th row of Ulig and the j-th row of Uid . Denote
(lig)T
the i-th row vector of Ulig as vi
, and the j-th row
(id)T
vector of Uid as vj
. We have
(lig)T

d = S ×2 v(lig)T ×3 v(id)T .

(id)T

× 3 vj

.

(8)

(9)

Though we have a simple way for synthesis, however, how to
solve v(lig) and v(id) with a new sample d given remains a
challenging problem.
III. T WO -S TAGE T ENSOR - BASED D ECOMPOSITION
A. Formulation
In mathematics, the problem of solving factor parameters
can be formulated as the following optimization problem:
(v̂(lig) , v̂(id) ) = argmin ||d − S ×2 v(lig)T ×3 v(id)T ||2 .
v(lig) ,v(id)

(10)
The objective function is biquadratic, so there is no general
closed form solution for the problem. In addition, v (lig) and
v(id) are multidimensional vector, hence the optimization
procedure is sensitive to initial estimation and vulnerable
to local minima. To address the optimization problem, we
develop a novel algorithm: Two-Stage Tensor-based Factor
Decomposition, which effectively exploits the mathematical
form of tensor product.
B. First Stage: Initialization
Because Ulig and Uid are both orthonormal matrices, we
can introduce clig = Ulig vlig and cid = Uid vid . This can
T
T
also be written as vlig
= cTlig Ulig and vid
= cTlig Uid . Here
we regard the factor parameter vectors as linear combination
of factor parameter vectors of training samples, clig and cid
serve as combination coefficients. Then the synthesis formula
can be written in terms of clig and cid as
d = S ×2 (cTlig Ulig ) ×3 (cTid Uid ),

(11)

d = (S ×2 Ulig ×3 Uid ) ×2 cTlig ×3 cTid .

(12)

According to (5), (6) and (12) we have
d = D ×2 cTlig ×3 cTid .

p=1 q=1

dij = S ×2 vi

(lig)

With vi
fixed, the lighting condition of the sample
(id)
will also be fixed, and with vj fixed, the identity of
the sample will not change either. In this sense, we can
(lig)T
say that for sample dij , vi
is its lighting parameter,
(id)T
and vj
is its identity parameter.
Formula (8) can be extended to the samples not in the
training set to synthesis a sample with lighting parameter v (lig)
and identity parameter v(id) given

(13)

Denote the i-th entry of ulig as clig (i), and that of uid as
cid (i), then Eq.13 can be expanded to
d=

Ilig Iid
X
X

clig (i)cid (j)dij .

(14)

i=1 j=1

We denote cij = clig (i)cid (j), arrange all cij values to an
Ilig × Iid dimensional vector c and flatten D along mode-1 to
a d × (Ilig × Iid ) matrix D. Then Eq(14) can be written in
matrix form as
d = Dc.
(15)

However, in a large training set, it is possible that d <
Ilig × Iid . In such cases, Eq(15) is underdetermined equations,
and c cannot be uniquely solved. To address the problem, we
propose a strategy called K-Nearest Equation Construction,
which states that each sample should be constructed by only
K most relevant samples with relevance measured in terms
of Euclidean distance in sample space. In detail, we select
the K column vector from D that are nearest to d to form a
d × K matrix DK . Then the K weights of these vectors can
be obtained by solving the overdetermined equations in least
square error
d = D K cK ,
(16)
while the weights of other vectors are set to zeros. Here we
impose a constraint to c and thus cK : all coefficients are
positive and their sum equals to 1. We call it Unitary Positive
Constraint Intuitively speaking it is reasonable constraint
when the coefficients are viewed as ratio of contributions to
construction.
With K-Nearest Equation Construction and Unitary Positive
Constraint, we can easily solve c by linear least square
methods. Then we arrange the long vector c into an Ilig × Iid
matrix C, with entries cij = clig (i)cid (j). This can be written
in outer product form as
C = clig cTid .

(17)

Then clig and cid can be solved under following formulation
(clig , cid ) = argmin ||C − clig cTid ||2 .

(18)

clig ,cid

It is also a biquadratic problem. However, this problem can be
solved based on rank-approximation. The theory of singular
value decomposition states that: any matrix can be rewritten
as a linear combination of outer product terms
C = UΛVT =

r
X

λi u i v i .

(19)

i=1

Here, r is the rank of matrix A, ui and vi are the i-th
left-singular-vector and right-singular-vector respectively. In
addition, it has been shown in matrix theory that the best
rank-1 approximation of a matrix, i.e. least-square-error outer
product approximation, is λ1 u1 v1 , here λ1 is the largest
singular value.
Hence, clig and cid can be solved by SVD. However, SVD
can only determine the vectors up to scale. Here we impose
the constraint cTid 1 = 1 to cid , then the two vectors can be
uniquely solved as

is optimum, however, we cannot guarantee that the final result
obtained by cascading the two steps are also optimum.
To further optimize the coefficients, we develop Constrained
Alternate Least Square (CALS)as follows:
We denote clig and cid obtained in the t-th iteration as
(t)
(t)
clig and cid , and those obtained in initialization stage as
(0)
(0)
clig and cid . The following three steps are repeated until the
reconstruction error becomes stable:
(t−1)

1) Keep cid
fixed, then the optimization objective func(t) (t)
(t)
tion is converted to ||d − Blig clig ||, where Blig =
(t−1)
(S ×3 cid )(1) . Then update the lighting parameters
as
(t)

(t) (t)

(t)T

(t)

(t)T

clig = argmin ||d−Blig clig ||2 = (Blig Blig )−1 Blig d.
(22)
(t)
2) Keep clig fixed, then update the identity parameters
(t)

cid =

argmin
(t)T
cid

(t) (t)

||d − Bid cid ||2 ,

(23)

1=1,cid >0

(t)

(t)

where Bid = (S ×2 clig )(1) , The unitary positive
(t)T
constraint cid 1 = 1, cid > 0 is imposed based on the
rationale that the coefficients for combining persons
reveals the grade of membership.
3) After the final solutions of coefficients clig and cid are
obtained, and the corresponding parameters vlig and vid
can be computed as
vlig = UTlig clig

IV. A PPLICATIONS

AND

vid = UTid clig .

(24)

E XPERIMENTS

In this section, we discuss the application of the multilinear
model and our Tensor-based Factor Decomposition algorithm
to the problem of lighting effect processing. For each application, a set of experiments are designed to test the performance
of our framework.
All these experiments are conducted on the PIE Database
[7] and share the following configuration: In all 69 subjects
with each subject having images captured under 24 different
lighting conditions, samples in 12 lighting conditions of all
subjects are used for training the multilinear model, while the
other 12 lighting conditions are used for testing.

clig = (v1T 1)(λ1 u1 ),

(20)

A. Lighting Cloning

(v1T 1)−1 (v1 ).

(21)

Lighting cloning is to ”clone” the effect of lighting condition from one face image to another face image. With our
framework, this can be accomplished as follows: for two input
images, their first 300 PCA coefficients are extracted, and
denoted as x1 and x2 respectively. With a trained multilinear
model, the lighting parameters and identity parameters of
these two samples are solved by Two-Stage Tensor-based

cid =

C. Second Stage: Constrained ALS Optimization
Reviewing the process of initialization, we can find that
it is in essence a relax-by-impose procedure: relax the rank1 constraint on C in the first step and re-impose the rank-1
constraint in the second step. Though in each step, the result

Factor Decomposition, denoted as vlig1 , vid1 , vlig2 and vid2
respectively.
To transplant the lighting condition in the second face image
to the face image of the first person, we can synthesize a new
image as
T
T
xclone = C ×1 Upix ×2 vlig2
×3 vid1
.

(25)

The results obtained with different methods are compared
in Fig.1. We can see that without proper initialization, the
final results are erroneous. It is illustrated in column (c) and
column(d) that the our initialization scheme can give robust
initial estimations and the optimization stage based on CALS
further enhances the quality of cloned images.

Fig. 1. Results of Light Cloning: Column 1: 1st image, Column 2: 2nd
image, Column 3: Results obtained after initialization, Column 4: Results
obtained by the two-stage algorithm, Column 5: Results obtained with random
initialization

B. Recognition under Lighting Variation
As mentioned above, the identity parameter vector vid
reflects the intrinsic characteristics of a person which is
invariant with lighting change. In our method, the identity
parameter vector for each sample is extracted and compared.
The similarity of two samples are measured in the identity
parameter space in Euclidean distance.
The following table compare the recognition performance of
our method with some representative methods. The comparative results convincingly demonstrate the superiority of our
algorithm over others on face recognition.
method
PCA
LDA
Tensor-based Decomposition

recognition accuracy
74.2%
93.3%
100%

TABLE I
T HE C OMPARATIVE R ESULTS

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, a new algorithm for extracting identity parameters and lighting parameters are proposed. Its effectiveness
and robustness are sufficiently reflected by a set of experiments. Moreover the significance of our work is not confined
to modelling the relation of the identity and the lighting
condition, analysis of other factors such as pose and expression
can also use our framework.
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